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Telangana State Level Police Recruitment Board (TSLPRB) successfully conducted written examination for the recruitment of Sub Inspector (SI) posts on 17th April 2016 in both morning and afternoon sessions. Candidates who had written the exam are searching for the answer key so that they can analyse the performance in the examination and
predict the results. TSLPRB released the SI answer key. Candidates can check the official answer key with cutoff marks from the direct link provided below. Candidates can also check SI (Communication and PTO) answer key here. We will update the official key as soon as after release. Candidats who had appeared for the TS POLYCET can check
Telangana POLYCET Answer Key here. TS SI Civil/AR/SARCPL/TSSP/SPF/SFO and Communication/ PTO Answer Key Cutoff Marks: The Telangana State Police is the law enforcement agency for the state of Telangana in India. The Telangana State Police has jurisdiction concurrent with the ten revenue districts of the State which is headed by an
officer designated as the Director General of Police who reports to the State Government through the Home (Police) Department. The police force was created from the basis of the Andhra Pradesh when the Telangana state was formed. For the first time after the bifurcation, Telangana State level Police Recruitment Board (TSLPRB) released the
notification for filling up Sub Inspector (SI) Posts in various departments. Candidates who had written the examination can check answer key and cutoff marks from the direct link provided below. Telangana SI Prelims Cutoff Marks 2016: The minimum marks to be secured by the candidates in order to qualify in the Preliminary Written Test in the
paper is 40% for OCs, 35% for BCs and 30% for SCs/STs/Ex-Servicemen. Over 1.74 lakh candidates took the preliminary written tests for recruitment to the posts of Sub-Inspectors of Police in different wings of the department and that of Station Fire Officers in the Telangana Disaster Response and Fire Services Department across the State.
Telangana SI Prelims Answer Key 2016: TSLPRB released notification and invited online applications for the recruitment of 510 SI posts. All the eligible and interested candidates applied for these posts. Aspirants who had applied appeared for the examination in both morning and afternoon sessions. Candidates who had written
Civil/AR/SARCPL/TSSP/SPF/SFO and Communication/ PTO examination can check answer key from direct link provided below. The examination for the post of SI Civil/AR/SARCPL/TSSP/SPF/SFO is for 200 marks and is objective type. It has two sections i.e; Arithmetic and Test of Reasoning / Mental Ability (100 Questions) and General Studies (100
Questions) (Objective in nature). The TS SI PTO/Communication exam is for 200 marks and the technical questions were asked in the prelims. Name of the Organization: Telangana State Level Police Recruitment Board (TSLPRB) Name of the Post: Sub Inspector (SI) Total Number of Vacancies: 510 Date of the Exam: 17th April 2016 Category: Answer
Key Steps to Check TS SI Preliminary Exam Answer Key 2016: The answer key is available now. Candidates can check answer keys with question paper booklets for all the sets. Aspirants can verify the solutions from the direct link provided below. Download/Take a printout for further reference. Check SI ( Civil) Answer Key For All The Sets Here:
>>> Download PDF here Question Paper Booklet C: Question Paper Booklet D: The Telangana State Level Police Recruitment Board (TSLPRB) will release the Telangana SI Police Cut-Off Marks after the commencement of the examination. The Cut-Off will be published on the official website of TSLPRB. To get selected for the Telangana Police SI
post candidates will have to undergo various selection stages namely Preliminary Written Test, Physical Efficiency Test, Physical Measurement Test, and the Final Written Examination. The Cut-Off marks vary for applicants of different categories. Candidates need to score equal or more than the Cut-Off marks depending on their category. In this
article, we have provided information about how to check the Telangana Police SI Cut-Off marks, Previous year Cut-Off, factors affecting it, and more. How to Check the Telangana Police SI Cutoff Marks? The cutoff marks for the Telangana Police SI will be published on the official website of TSLPRB. Applicants can visit the website and check out the
cutoff marks. Direct Link to Check the Telangana Police SI Cut-Off Marks (Note: the link will be activated soon) Step 1: Click on the above link to check the cutoff marks. Step 2: Alternatively, candidates can visit the official website of Telangana Police. Step 3: Find the TS Police SI Cutoff link and click on it. Step 4: Enter details to login such as roll
number and date of birth. Step 5: Press the submit button. Step 6: The cutoff will appear on the computer screen in PDF format. Step 7: Download and take a printout out of the cutoff for future use. Also, check the Telangana Police SI eligibility criteria here! Telangana Police SI Expected Cutoff Marks 2022 The table below shows the expected cutoff
marks for the Telangana Police SI. Going through the cutoff marks candidates will get to know how many marks they have to score to get selected for the Sub Inspector post. Category Expected Cut-Off Marks OC 260-295 BC 250-270 SC 240-265 ST 227-248 Telangana Police SI Previous year Cutoff (2018) The table below shows the cutoff marks for
the year 2018 category-wise for both male and female candidates. To know more click on the link given below to get a clear view of the cutoff marks. Category Male Female OC (Open Category) 197 190 BC 173 - 194 167-188 SC 166 184 ST 180 186 Check the Telangana Police SI 2018 Cut-Off Marks Factors Affecting the Telangana Police SI Cut-Off
Below we have provided some of the factors affecting the Telangana Police SI cutoff every year. The total number of candidates who appeared in the exam. The more the number of candidates appeared in the exam, the cutoff will be set higher and less the number of candidates less will be the cutoff. A total number of vacancies- The number of
vacancies is also a factor that affects the cutoff marks each year. The more the vacancy less the cut-off and the less the vacancy more the cut-off. Level of difficulty in the exam- The question paper difficulty level also affects the cutoff marks. Difficult the paper, the less the cut-off, and if the paper is not so difficult, the cut-off will be high. Candidates
category- The cutoff marks are declared category-wise for the candidate. It is expected that the candidates found the article informative regarding Telangana Police SI Cut-Off. Download our Testbook App for free and get ready to start preparing for various government examinations and competitive exams. The Telangana State Level Police
Recruitment Board (TSLPRB) will be releasing the Cut Off for the posts under Telangana Police 2022 recruitment. Candidates applying for the Telanaga Police Recruitment 2022 can check the cut-off for each stage on the official website. Soon after the Telangana Police Exam is conducted the cut off will be declared along with the result. Candidates
clearing the Telangana Police cut-off marks for each stage will be allowed to participate in the subsequent stages of selection. The final Telangana Police merit list 2022 will be prepared based on candidates performance in all the stages of selection. In this article, we have covered detailed information regarding Telangana Police Cut Off and steps to
check the same for various posts offered by TSLPRB. Telangana Police Cut Off 2022 Telangana Police Constable Cut Off To be announced Telangana Police Sub Inspector Cut Off To be announced Telangana Police Reserve Sub Inspector of Police Cut Off To be announced Telangana Police Assistant Sub-Inspector of Police Cut Off To be announced
Telangana Police Scientific Officer Cut Off To be announced Telangana Police Lab Technician Cut Off To be announced Download the Telangana Police Syllabus and Exam Pattern here in the linked article. How to Download the Telangana Police Cut Off 2022? The Telangana Police Cut Off 2022 will be released once the written exams are conducted.
Candidates can download the Telangana Police Cut-Off marks for various stages by visiting the official website. Step 1: click on the TSLPRB Official Website. Step 2: On the homepage, click on the result tab displayed screen. Step 3: On clicking the result tab you will be directed to the result page for various posts. Step 4: Click on the result link for
your posts. Step 5: Enter the Application/Enrollment number and date of birth details. Step 6: Check the details and submit them. Step 7: Now, you can find the Telangana Police Exam Cut Off 2022 for applied posts on the screen. Step 8: Save and download the Telangana Police Cut Off. Check to Download Telangana Police Answer Key Here in the
link article! Telangana Police Final Merit List 2022 On the completion of the selection process, the TSLPRB will release the final merit list of selected candidates. The final Telangana Police merit list 2022 will be prepared based on candidates' performance in Preliminary Test (PT), Physical Efficiency Test (PET), Physical Measurement Test (PMT), and
the Final Written Examination (FWE). The provisionally shortlisted candidates will then have to successfully complete document verification, biometric verification, and any other procedure as may be decided by the Recruitment Board. The Telangana Police merit list 2022 will be published in PDF format and will be available on TSLPRB’s official
website. Check Telangana Police Eligibility Criteria here. Also, know how to download the Telangana Police Admit Card here! Telangana Police Previous Year Cut Off Marks The Telangana Police Previous Year cut off marks 2022 are not yet available. We have provided the Telangana Police Previous Year cut off marks for your reference. Check the
table below to know the Telangana Police Previous Year Cut Off for various category candidates. For Sub Inspector Post (Cut-Off Marks for 2018) Telangana Police Sub Inspector Cut Off Marks 2018 Category Male Female OC (Open Category) 197 190 BC 173 - 194 167-188 SC 166 184 ST 180 186 Telangana Police Constable Cut Off Marks 2019
Telangana Police Constable Cut Off Marks 2019 Category Male Female OC (Open Category) 126-140 115-134 BC 116-134 109-120 SC 107-123 98-115 ST 107-123 98-115 Hopefully, this article on the Telangana Police Cut Off 2022 turns out to be informative and useful for the candidates. For any queries and doubts connect with us in the comments
section below. Download our Testbook App for more detailed information regarding various upcoming government exams and get study materials and mock tests for preparation.
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